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1. [LEFT] bOOK OF SECRETS, STONEWARE, 12” HT, WOOD-FIRED, JAPAN

‘... the things we make have one supreme quality
—they live longer than us. We perish, they survive;
we have one life, they have many lives, and in
each life they can mean different things.’
— Neil MacGregor, director of the British
Museum, talking about the Cyrus Cylinder
at TED Talks

object of art
Writer makes objects not meaning.
His material is the only substance
between us and him; his form, only
a pause; his colour, the remains of
change; his size, only contrast, and we
have only ourselves to find proportion.
Like the patina of raindrops that stain
Rodin’s bronze, we find time vitrified in
Writer’s objects — having acted upon
clay, presenting proof than pretty.
They look old. Their gnarled bodies are
heavily marked; having secret places
of clotted residue — as if carrying
some stolen legacy, bleeding away
ceaselessly before our eyes.
writer’s experiments with different mineralrich clays available to him at a residency in
shigaraki, one of japan’s six ancient kiln sites.
2. [LEFT] hIKIDASHI CUPS, ANAGAMA-FIRED STONEWARE,
4” HT, JAPAN
3. [RIGHT] SHIGA PLATTER, ANAGAMA-FIRED
STONEWARE, 12” DIA, JAPAN

... I wanted to write about it all. Everything that
happens in a moment. The way the flowers
looked when you carried them in your arms.
This towel, how it smells, how it feels, this
thread. All our feelings, yours and mine.
The history of it, who we once were. Everything
in the world. Everything all mixed up, like it’s all
mixed up now. We want everything, don’t we?
— Richard Brown in ‘The Hours’
by Michael Cunningham

I might have found Adil Writer’s
hidden subject, this ‘time’. Like a
harlequin trickster, he treats time as
if it were a sprinkle of ground sugar
on crème Brûlée. As it settles, time
acts for Writer through memory, an
aftertaste — memory that makes up
the identity of his architecture. He
presents us with one odd creature
after another — old souls, at once
playful and profound; incidental and
infuriating in their silence. He steals
a moment and holds it captive in
physical form. Sometimes, I feel like
letting one drop to the floor, if only
to see what might be released from it
breaking.
thick platters made by chucking the remains
of the day, all into a mix of impure clay —
quartz, feldspar, silica crackling away till
dawn in an ‘anagama’ or cave kiln, traditionally
constructed as a sloping tunnel of fire into
the hill-side.
4. [LEFT] “SAID & DONE” SHARD 1 OF 6, WOOD-FIRED
STONEWARE, 11” W, JAPAN
5. [RIGHT] “SAID & DONE” PLATTER, WOOD-FIRED
STONEWARE, 12” DIA, JAPAN

Among his creatures, is one that he
calls ‘treasure box’. He makes them
everywhere. They are two halves of a
whole, holding a sphere within.
Some are born together in shapes of
the other’s presence. The gesture of
Writer’s repetition is not unlike his use
of scale in a single object. The singular
hollow of a treasure box exists in
relation to the colossal association of
our collective ‘precious’, as we open
each box and match them shut,
wondering what we might have found.

treasure boxes in unidentical repeats of nine
— writer’s navagraha series based on the indian
cosmology of planetary positions.
this one, a bit of a trans-continental
expression, is made in two clays from
australia and china; his ‘Farohar impression,
remembering persian pastlives.

6. [RIGHT] fAROHAR NAVAGRAHA, WOOD-FIRED
STONEWARE & PORCELAIN, 15” w, AUROVILLE
7. [LEFT] IKEBANA VASES, ANAGAMA-FIRED STONEWARE,
8” HT, PONDICHERRY

As if to confound us further, Writer
is constantly scratching his surfaces
with what might appear to be clues
in our chase for meaning. You soon
develop a suspicion though, that it’s
likely to lead you nowhere; that it’s
some momentary response to the
object shifting states in its elemental
business.
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of the paths of the morning star they came sun-eyed children of a marvellous dawn messengers of the Incommunicable,
architects of immortality.
— from Savitri, by Sri Aurobindo.

He is always strongly stated and
seldom intelligible, with his incisions on
clay or his smears on canvas. What
reaches us is the emotional energy
of when he was upon them. As in
his Shodo paintings, the strokes and
formations on canvas appear to be
only one of the multiple, splintered
directions they could have taken.
The complex map of gritty colour and
texture, its dips and deposits, is only
worth the imagination of the many
parallel states in which they might
exist. These surfaces, their kinetic
arrangements are the picture of
possibility, rather akin to Writer’s own
road from architecture to ceramics.

8. [left] blocks in ever-changing vertical
arrangements
“architects of immortality” SERIES, WOOD-FIRED
STONEWARE, 72” HT, AUROVILLE
9. [right] Writer’s “Shodo” seriesthat he PAINTED
soon after his return from Japan
“sHODO 1/2/3”, ACRYLIC ON CANVAS, 24” HT,
AUROVILLE

Writer’s training as an architect is
well-exposed. He refuses to hang his
clay-painted canvases on the wall in
frames. Instead, he devises formations
to wrap his canvases on. He wants us
to feel their concrete presence.
For most of its history, architecture
sought to resist time, to tell stories
that transcend its gravity, using
materials that would hold up against
the ravages of history. Writer, now
leaves time be, in his objects. In the
touch of its contour and crevice,
resides it’s voice — epic tales held
within little details.

not hung yet and still standing
10. [left] “Premonition” SERIES: acrylic and
ceramic ingredients on canvas,
60” HT, aUROVILLE
11. [right] “barcode” SERIES: acrylic loaded with
ceramic ingredients on canvas, 80” l, aUROVILLE

When invited alongside an impressive
list of artists to contribute to the
‘bucket show’ Writer is the only
one to make multiple buckets. Why
duplicate an orange? Are there
not enough to go around? But in
asking the question, in confronting
its prosaicness, he makes us make
meaning. How does sculpture relate to
its origin in nature? How do multiples
in turn relate to the original in
sculpture? In Writer’s world even the
common balti has poetic possibility.
It is the juxtaposition that is both
familiar and strange and therein
lies his mischief in nudging us to
read by the object — big and
small, grand and mundane — as a
narrative for sculpture, imagination,
and the tenuous fragility of our
own momentary and momentous
existence.

Oroon Das
Berlin, November 2013
12. [left] “BUCKET” SERIES: STONEWARE,
VARIOUS FIRINGS, 16” HT, aUROVILLE
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13. [LEFT] Inspired by Ray Meeker’s fire-stablised
mud house technology, Writer builds these
domes or stacks as he calls them, only to light
them afire, to reach temperature as blue turns to
twilight, leaving behind toasty remains by morning
for habitation or memory’s sake.

